In the realm of multi-objective optimization problem the decision maker only obtains a compromise solution or tradeoff solution. These trade-off solutions are the characteristics of sub-optimal, inefficient system configuration. But, it is preferable in all respect to arrive at a feasible solution which optimizes all the objectives at the same time. If this can be achieved then the system is said to be optimally designed. In modern era, the concept of optimal system design (if needed by extending the existed resources) is more important than to optimize a given system with fixed resources. Using De-Novo programming technique one can design an optimal system. The aim of this paper is to present a new approach of applying De-Novo programming technique for optimal design of a system. The applicability of the method has been illustrated through examples. The comparisons of the solutions obtained by the new approach and that of the existing method have been placed.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional linear programming technique is a good way of obtaining optimal allocation of fixed or limited resources. But the modern requirement has shifted from allocation of the fixed resources optimally in a given system to design of an optimal system extending the existed resources. De-Novo programming introduced by Zeleny [7, 11] deals with this optimal designing of a system. Initially it was designed for single-criteria decision making, later it has been made applicable for multi-criteria decision making [8, 9] . The technique is very much computation friendly and thus has become a popular multi-criteria decision making technique for the optimal designing of a system.
To get an insight of the De-Novo [6] technique let us first consider a multi-objective [3] linear decision-making problem.
……………….. (1) where and be the k-th row of C and are the matrices of dimensions and respectively, be the m-dimensional vectors of resources, be the n-dimensional vectors of decision variables. Here is the k-th objective.
Let, , , be the optimum value of the k-th objective function of the problem (1) .Then , the vector of the corresponding qobjective values, is called the ideal point of the system. Let X be the feasible region of the system (1) and is said to be the ideal solution if
. In general such an ideal solution may not be feasible since the objectives may be conflicting in nature too. Thus reaching to the ideal point under the given allocation of resources often becomes impossible. But the aim of the decision maker is to reach to the ideal point so that all the objectives could be optimized at the same time. Through De-Novo programming one can easily reach to the ideal point and correspondingly to the ideal solution by extending the existed resources under a given budgetary provision and thus the optimal design of the system could be accomplished.
Let, B be the total available budget and be the vector of unit prices of m resources. Using the De-Novo programming concept for optimizing the system (1) one has to find , satisfying such that the system is optimized. Thus the De-Novo Programming Problem [8] can be formulated as
The De-Novo concept of the extension of the feasible solution space is illustrated with the help of the figure-1.
where only two objectives (conflicting in nature)
, be the profit objective and be the quality objective for an optimum production planning problem(say) has been considered. In the graph, X denotes the feasible solution space. It is clear that at the portion of the boundary namely ABCD, both the objectives have higher values in comparison with the other points of the boundary of X and thus those boundary points lying in ABCD part are considered as non-inferior points of the solution space. To reach to the optimal design , the existing resources should be extended and thus the budget B should be increased. Now the system (2) is equivalent to ...……………….. (3) where [4] . A meta-optimal problem [5] of (3) In this paper a new approach for the solution of the De-Novo programming problem (2) has been presented. The method of solution has been illustrated through two examples. The solutions derived have been found to agree closely with the solutions obtained by Zeleny's method.
To accomplish our aim the paper has been divided into five sections. In section-1, the optimal designing of a system by De-Novo technique has been briefly discussed and the related literatures have been cited; in section-2, the new approach has been introduced; in section-3 the solution procedure of the proposed method has been discussed through two examples; in section-4, the comparison between the new approach and Zeleny's approach has been done and finally section-5 contains the concluding remarks.
NEW APPROACH OF SOLVING MULTI-OBJECTIVE DE-NOVO PROGRAMMING PROBLEM
Let us recall the multi-objective De-Novo programming problem already introduced in (2):
Through the solution of (5) the optimal allocation of budget is made in such a way that the corresponding resource vector would maximize all the objectives simultaneously. It is known that [4] the system (5) is equivalent to …………………………….. (6) .
Let, be the vector of the q-objective values corresponding to the ideal solution Zeleny [10] used the meta-optimal problem (4) for the optimal design of the system (6). Actually the problem (4) aims at a minimum budget which will help to achieve objective values at least as good as the ideal values. Obviously such budget requirement would be greater than or equal to the given budget . In the new approach the same problem has been viewed in another perspective. It can be considered as a problem of finding the maximum budget required so that the system could reach at most to the ideal point . It will be seen that both the approaches are in fact equivalent in the sense that both of them lead to the same solution. Under this consideration let us put forward a new problem as follows:
………………………………….(7).
Before proceeding further it is necessary to show that i.e. the ideal solution of system (1) is indeed the optimal solution of (7). This result has been placed in the form of a theorem.
Theorem
The single-objective LPP, max , s.t. attains its optimal value at , the ideal solution where , . 
Remark
In the proof of the theorem the unique character of the ideal point and the ideal solution played the decisive role. The ideal solution is the only point common to all the constraints . This is why the minimum value of the objective function at the lowest point of the upper envelope formed by the constraints is the same as the objective value at the upper point of the lower envelope and thus the problems (4) and (7) have the same optimum solution .In absence of such a common point of intersection of all the constraints the two problems namely , s.t. and , , ; may not have a common optimal solution, e.g. the L.P.P yields ; whereas the other problem obtained from the above L.P.P. by reversing the inequalities in the constraints and taking the objective as a minimizing one gives the solution .
Note
It can be seen that the value is also the minimum budget required to attain at least . To see this let us allocate a budget , among the activities and be the corresponding resource vector. The optimal solution of the system (7) yields = and . Now the feasible region of system (2) corresponding to is a proper subset to that of . Let, and be the optimal solutions of (2) corresponding to and respectively. The point is characterized by i.e. = , . Therefore for any other point in the feasible region corresponding to , will not be satisfied for all . Thus in particular for the point , for at least one k . So one can never reach to the ideal point by allocating the budget Therefore the optimal solution of (7) simultaneously maximizes all the objectives and the corresponding budget Vx * is the minimum budget required to reach to the ideal point .
Thus the optimal design of the multi-objective De-Novo programming problem (5) could be achieved by solving the system (7) instead of taking the meta-optimal problem (4).
Solving system (7) the values of , and can be obtained. Obviously [5] . Now to achieve the ideal performance related to a given budget the optimum-path ratio can be defined as . Since then . Hence is a solution satisfying the optimum-path ratio.
Also since then and hence and similarly . Thus the optimal system can be designed as , where , and .
There are two additional types of budgets (other than .Considering a single objective (say the k-th one), the budget level required for producing the optimal with respect to the objective is which is the first type. The other is . It is defined by [5] , where is the degenerate optimal solution of the system (5) in the case when the number of objectives is less than or
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Shi [5] introduced six types of optimum-path ratios:
, , , , , They lead to six different policy considerations and optimal system designs. Comparative economic interpretations of all optimum-path ratios are dependent on the decision maker's value complex [9] .
Through the following real life example the proposed approach of solution of multi-objective De-Novo programming problem is illustrated.
Example
Let us consider a mechanical shop having six machines whose present capacity portfolio is available, measured in machinehours per week for each machine. Each "hour" of machine capacity has its unit price according to the machine type. The current portfolio of available capacities is furnished through the table-1.
Also the demand of the capacity of the three products has been shown in the table-2.
Here three objectives have been chosen as profit objective, quality objective and worker satisfaction and all the objectives are considered to be equally important. The decision variables are also supplied, where , respectively denote the number of units of products 1, 2, 3 produced. Thus the multi-objective linear programming problem can be modeled as follows
The initial budget is given as and the unit prices of the resources are and .
The above problem was considered by Zeleny [12] . The problem is to allocate the given budget among the activities to achieve an optimal design of the system. Let are the optimal resources corresponding to the given budget The required changes in the resource components could be effected by purchasing machines of more or of less capacities at their current prices. Then the DeNovo programming model of the problem is as follows:
…………………………… (10) Now it is intended to solve the problem using the proposed approach and for this the given problem is to be re-casted in the form of system (7). This requires the determination of the ideal point .
The ideal point is determined by considering the objectives one by one together with the given constraints. The three LPPs so obtained are solved and the results are shown.
Thus the ideal point for the considered system is given by From the corresponding values obtained by the two approaches it can be seen that the proposed method is an equivalent to that of Zeleny. To see that the close agreement of the solutions obtained by the two methods in the above example is not a matter of chance, another numerical example has been solved by the two approaches and again an identical result has been derived.
Numerical Example

…………………….(12)
The initial budget is given as and the unit prices of the resources are , , . Now the ideal point for the considered system (1) is given by and .
For determining the optimal design of the system (12) the approach of Zeleny and the proposed one are respectively furnished as system (13) 
Conclusion
A remarkable shift from the traditional trade off solution of multi-objective optimization problem to De-Novo optimization towards optimal design of a system could be noticed in problems of economics, portfolio analysis, environmental, unemployment and inflation etc. Thus it is very much pertinent to carry forward the research on DeNovo programming and its solution procedures. In this perspective the present treatise attempts to find out a new approach of solving multi-objective De-Novo programming problem. It is believed that the solution procedure presented here could be implemented in the solution of other derivatives and extension [1, 2] of De-Novo programming. The advantage of the proposed approach is that it requires less number of variables (only slack variables) to be introduced in the solution procedure and thus reducing the processing time in comparison with the existing method. Drill press 0 12 7
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